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Abstract—Sender sends the lock of an encrypted binary number of a locker crisp value from a Fuzzy Membership Table 

which is defined on ASCII values of uppercase alphabets and membership function. The receiver then converts the binary 

number into a fuzzy number and then it is de-fuzzified using a suitable formula. In terms of area costs, computing 

resources, web services, and full capabilities, Smart Grid are considered to be the enhancements over the existing grid 

system. The future domain of the missions in the region is described by smart energy, smart grids, intelligent homes, and 

clever cities as the ambitious flagship programmer of the Indian digital initiative. More than 100 intelligent cities in India 

are expected for ICT-led solutions with big data analytics. The exponential growth of smart grids has posed several safety 

dangers, cyber threats, and data protection as a nation's security. Smart grids, made up of numerous networks, intelligent 

control, access control, and power grid equipment, are more likely to be exposed to network security and cyber-attacks 

potentially interrupting delivery in a city. The paper present a software-oriented binary grid system (a Two-Phase Locking 

Protocol) and problems associated with the intelligent grid system and discusses the use of smart grid smart hardware 

using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). To ensure that AES can be employed in the intelligent grid and 

communication infrastructure. The Xilinx ISE 14.2 software has designed the AES encryption and decryption unit and 

is synthesized in SPARTAN-3E FPGA to test for certain cases.  

Keywords— Unintelligible text, Linear Recurrence, Unprotected AES implementation, fuzzy set, membership function,  

crisp number, smart grid communication, ASCII values, cryptography. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Security has become one of the key issues in this fast-

moving world. Fuzzy cryptography dissipates the 

situation in this circumstance. Cryptography plays a 

crucial role in encryption and deception. Many 

cryptography algorithms are available to ensure more 

secure communications. While several cybercrime 

problems arose with advanced technology growth, 

communication began to fail. This fugitive logic is a 

strong method for keeping inputs unknown [26]. Ravindu 

et al. Madanayake in 2012 [6, 28] have been found that the 

only security issues of the current algorithms, which are 

equally important in process duration, are both processed 

duration and safety using encryption and decryption 

algorithms. The main purpose of these algorithms was to 

create a strong algorithm that is valid in terms of low 

processing length and long processing time with high 

series. And thus their algorithm has been compared and 

shown good results to the previous algorithm. In 2016 K. 

Ganeshkumar et.al [3] has developed a new cryptographic 

based algorithm using fuzzy communication logic. At first, 

the errors caused to the proposer's hack during data 

transfer over the network were understood. Then it was 

corrected and no data was lost. Their concept was based on 

the encryption of text data using cryptographic fuzzy 

which provides high accuracy data transfer. In several 

cases, the previous algorithm was nodded for hidden rather 

than complex communication. Thereupon the result was 

eventually contrasted with the algorithm that is currently 

in use by researchers. Kamilah Abdullah et al. in 2017. [4] 

gave key importance to communication as it failed to 

address protection, this was replaced by an RSA 

Cryptosystem implementation concentrating both on 

communications and security. RSA was developed by a 

fuzzy set theory. For the encryption and decryption 

algorithm, they used triangular fluid numbers. RSA's 

cryptosystem hackers have been faced with difficulties in 

generating and decrypting encryption, which allows RSA's 

cryptosystem more safe communications. 

2017 M. Ethiopia et.al. [5] said the art of science includes 

the concepts and methods for turning a message into an 

intelligible message and redevelops it in its original form, 

to provide greater stability. The goal was to create a 

simple, real, and secure system, which can be 

accomplished by implementing software. A fuzzy logical 

approach to incorporate the encrypted message was 

included in your message. 2018 P. Amudha and.al. [1] 

Ciphers are said to have been transformed into secret 

communication maps. Because OF its different features 

and its simple matrix representation in a computer, the 

field of graph theory was commonly used as an encryption 

method. They practiced the use of cryptography graph 

theory. In this paper, a double encryption and decryption 

algorithm (lock to a locker method) is implemented for the 

development of new algorithms. Data cannot be hacked 

without the protection formula. The main objective of this 

article is to eliminate data consistency in data transmission 

unless the security formula is understood. The algorithm 
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can't transfer safer data and it is not possible to modify the 

data communications. In this paper, we have proposed a 

key exchange based Dual Secure Cryptographic Measures 

by Two-Phase Locking Protocol (DSCM-TPLP). 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Smart grid for the future energy system [10, 11, 26] and 

the newly-established electrical network which relies on 

two approaches to digital communication between the user 

and provider systems in an intelligent way to enhance 

reliability, performance. The main work focuses on the 

intelligent grid are communication, security, and 

management infrastructure.  The intelligent grid supports 

advanced information control networks, energy generation, 

transmission and use, advanced measurement technology, 

and technology of communication. The smart grid safety 

infrastructure offers protection against 

eavesdropping, system breakdown, reliability analysis, 

privacy, and security. The intelligent grid network needs 

physical resources to be incorporated into the cyber 

system. The implementation of the cyber grid network 

makes the system more energy-effective and modern, 

while its crests are also the setting in which many 

cyberattacks are likely to be harmful [12] to national 

facilities, customer service, and health. 

Interoperability between the transmission network and the 

end to end should be efficient and safe two-way 

communication with adequate bandwidth and low 

latencies needed to produce, transfer, distribute, and 

consume energy for intelligent grid infrastructure. High-

level system monitoring is required to provide reliability 

and stability to prevent cyber-attacks from transforming 

the network to make it robust. To be stable and usable, 

efficient, reliable infrastructure, quality-of-service, 

scalability, critical times, network latency, time syncing, 

multicast support, and critical data delivery are necessary 

as an important issue. 

In addition to regulatory and policy initiatives, the 

structures relating to the intelligent grid infrastructure and 

architecture should be strong and stable. The Supervise 

Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) security should be 

one of the most relevant secret files. It operates with 

encrypted signals and offers remote device control based 

on network computers. Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

[13, 27] is used by a range of systems to ensure that smart 

grids secure and respond to the hardware and software 

protection problems by authenticating, checking, 

identifying and validating linked network access meters. It 

is leveraged for securing revenue streams, service 

continuity, and data integrity. 

Encryption and encryption now provide encrypted 

correspondence, and secret sharing, identification, and 

authentication for a few days. AES algorithm is commonly 

used to encrypt and decrypt data encryption algorithm. For 

the cryptography perspective, it is important to analyze 

cryptographs in which the key value is decrypted in a trial-

based process. It is like a cryptographic split with a speed 

greater than an attack by brute force. This split from 

existing technology is the unfeasible consequence. Often 

theoretical breakdowns may provide intuition rather than 

realistic knowledge on vulnerability trends [28]. 

The well-known and effective brute force attack against 

the 𝟔𝟒 bit algorithm of RC5 has been widely used and 

applied with a block cipher encryption algorithm. For all 

additional bits, the main keyspace is expanded by a factor 

of two. It also doubles the average brute strength search 

slot if the key has an appropriate value for every choice. 

The technique of brute force search implies that this is 

exponentially useful when extending the key size. The 

ciphers are fragile and cannot tell us whether broad key 

lengths would prove effective against many kinds 

of cryptographic attacks. They have very long key values. 

 

III. TWO-PHASE LOCKING PROTOCOL 

The 2-phase commit protocol (2PC) is the type of Atomic 

Engagement Protocol (ACP) for transaction processing, 

databases, and computer networking. It is a distributed 

algorithm which co-ordinates all the processes involved in 

a distributed atomic transaction on whether the transaction 

is committed or aborted (rollback). Even in many cases 

(including either the process, network node, 

communication, etc.) the protocol achieves its goal and is 

therefore widely used. This Protocol calls for the mutual 

access of all data items [27]. This means that no other 

transaction should interrupt the same object if one 

transaction is executed. A two-phase lock-up agreement 

will be enforced if two-phase lock-outs can be carried out. 

New locks can be acquired in the Growing Phase on data 

items, but none can be released while the existing locks 

may be released in Shrinking Phase, however, no new 

locks may also be acquired [28, 32]. 

 

IV. THE ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD 

The AES [14, 15] is one of the famous National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST)'s encryption and 

decryption algorithm and is originally named for Rijndael 

[16] in 2001.  It is developed by two Belgian 

cryptographers Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen and is 

based in the Rijndael cipher algorithm. During the AES 

selection process, they sent a proposal to NIST [17]. 

Rijndael is a cipher family of different block sizes and key 

sizes. The symmetric encryption method is more common 

and widely applied. DES and three-fold DES have shown 

to be at least six times quicker. The main size of the DES 

algorithm was very limited and the algorithm had to be 

replaced because the computing power of the hardware 

was increased. It was deemed vulnerable to comprehensive 

key size attacks. The generation of AES and mixed 

column transition is shown in Figure. 1. The following 

features are present in AES [18, 19, 30]. 

 Used by symmetric block cipher and symmetric 

key algorithms. 

 Having block 𝟏𝟐𝟖 bits and key size 𝟏𝟐𝟖/𝟏𝟗𝟐/

𝟐𝟓𝟔 bit long. 

 Much faster and robust than Triple DES. 
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 Provides a complete design pattern and 

specifications. 

 The software and hardware implementable of the 

algorithm are possible in C, Java, and HDLs 

respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1. Mixed column transition in AES 

The AES algorithm is a technique based on a substitution 

and permutation principle rather than an iterative 

technique of Feistel network cipher. It is comprised of 

different series of connected sub-operations, some 

involving the replacement of inputs using similar 

replacement outputs, and others include permutations or 

shuffling. Instead of bit operation, the AES algorithm 

works on byte manipulations. If the plaintext size is 𝟏𝟐𝟖 

bits, AES can process it as 𝟏𝟔 bytes. Afterward, all 𝟏𝟔 

bytes in the column matrix (𝟒 𝟗 𝟒) are organized in the 

row shape. The AES round numbers depend on the key 

length and are variable. The scale of the main bit (𝟏𝟐𝟖/
𝟏𝟗𝟐/𝟐𝟓𝟔) takes 𝟏𝟎 rounds, 𝟏𝟐 rounds, and 𝟏𝟒 rounds for 

AES [20, 21]. The entire round is followed by a 𝟏𝟐𝟖-bit 

round key and is computed using the old values. 

Encryption: The definition of the rounding method in 

AES encryption is not discussed in detail. There are 𝟒 sub-

processes in every AES round. The first round is defined 

as information. 

Byte Substitution (Sub Bytes): The AES algorithm has 

six bytes that are replaced by the design-listed fixed table 

matrix (S-box). The matrix (𝟒, 𝟗, 𝟒) is made up of four 

columns and rows is shown in Figure 2. 

Shift Rows: Matrix is shifted to the left side of each row. 

The drop-off entry is reinserted from the right-hand side 

after moving. The change is performed accordingly [29]. 

 No first-row shifting. 

 Second row will take the left-shift operation, and 

contents will be transferred to one-byte location. 

 Two-byte locations move the third row to the left in 

the same way. 

 Three-byte positions move the fourth row to the 

left. 

 The shifting produces a new matric. 

 The result is an all 𝟏𝟔 bytes matrix that has been 

moved from one matrix to another. 

 

p
la

in
te

x
t 

10110010 11110000 10110010 11101101 
   

11001100 00001111 11001110 00000000 

11011010 11000011 10111010 11001100 

01011010 01111010 11111111 10110011 

 Bitwise logical XOR   ⨁ 

se
c
re

t 
k

ey
 

10111010 10111010 10110010 11001101 
 

 

00001111 11001110 00000000 01011010 

10110010 11110000 01111010 11111111 

11011010 11000011 10110011 11001100 

 Obtain output ′𝑪𝑻′   

c
ip

h
e
rt

e
x
t 

00001000 01001010 00000000 00100000 
 

 

11000011 11000001 11001110 01011010 

01101000 00110011 11000000 00110011 

10000000 10111001 1001100 01111111 

 

Figure 2. Byte substitution in model DSCM-TPLP 

Mix Columns: The special arithmetic function is used for 

every column with 𝟒 bytes. The function accepts these 

four bytes as an input in one column and gives the original 

column to four new bytes as outputs. A new matrix 

consisting of 𝟏𝟔 new bytes is created in this manner. It is 

necessary to remember that in the last round this move is 

not taken. 

Add round key: The matrix consists of 𝟏𝟔 octets, 𝟏𝟐𝟖 bit, 

and XOR [22, 23] is taken with a 𝟏𝟐𝟖 bit round key. The 

result is the last round cipher file. The resulting 𝟏𝟐𝟖 bits 

would otherwise be called 𝟏𝟔 bytes and we can continue a 

similar round again. 

 

V. PREREQUISITES TOOLS OF DSCM-TPLP 

 

This section includes the notation for encryption of fuzzy 

subsets and ASCII upper cases for alphabets. 

Definition 2.1: Mathematically a graph 𝑮 =  (𝑽, 𝑬), is a 

set of vertices and edges whereby 𝑽 is the same set whose 

element is called vertices and 𝑬 is a set of dual-sets (sets of 

two distinct elements) of vertices, whose elements are 

called the edges of vertices. The 𝒙 and 𝒚 vertices of the 

{𝒙, 𝒚} edge are called edge terminals. The edge will be 𝒙 

and 𝒚, and 𝒙 and 𝒚 event.  

Definition 2.2: A fuzzy set 𝑿 over a set 𝑺 is defined by the 

function 𝒇: 𝑺 →  [𝟎, 𝟏] is referred to as the membership 

function and is represented as 𝑿 = (𝑺, 𝒇). 

Definition 2.3: A fuzzy subset over a universe of 

discourse 𝑺 is defined as a mathematical mapping that 
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creates an object which is generalized as a membership 

function µ(𝒇): 𝑺 →  [𝟎, 𝟏]. 

Definition 2.4: Crisp sets are the sets most of our lives 

have been using. Either an element is a part or not in a 

crisp set. For instance, a jelly bean belongs to the food 

class called candy. Potatoes mashed don't. On the other 

hand, fuzzy sets allow elements to belong partially in a set. 

Due to this reason, the crisp set is more often used. 

Definition 2.5: Cryptography is the art of data security by 

converting it (encrypting), which is called ciphertext, into 

an unreadable format. Only those with a coded key may 

decode the message into plain text (or decrypt it). 

Definition 2.6: Encryption is the mechanism by which 

data is transformed into code, in particular, to avoid 

unauthorized access. The key difference between secrecy 

and secret writing is that secrecy is that converting an 

unintelligible document is indescribable until it is 

decrypted. Though Hidden Writing is the first encrypted 

information retrieval document. 

Definition 2.7: Decryption is the process of 

converting into its original form of encrypted data. It is 

typically an inverse encryption operation. It is called the 

decryption when the encrypted data are translated into its 

original form. It is typically an inverse encryption 

operation. It decodes encrypted information to decode the 

data from an authorized user only because a secret key or 

password is needed for decryption. 

Definition 2.8: Binary is a number of the base 𝟐 number 

system or a binary system of two symbols only: the "𝟎" 

(null) symbols and the "𝟏" symbols. The number base 𝟐 

method is a radius notation of 𝟐. 

 Definition 2.9: The most common form for text files on 

computers and the Internet is ASCII (American Standard 

Code for Information Exchanges). The ASCII file 

represents a 7-bit (𝟕 𝟎s or 𝟏s) binary number (string) for 

every alphabetic, numeric and special character. There are 

specified 𝟏𝟐𝟖 potential characters. ASCII values vary 

between 𝟗𝟕 and 𝟏𝟐𝟐, and between 𝟔𝟓 and 𝟗𝟎 for the 

upper case. 

 

VI. PROPOSED MODEL DSCM-TPLP 

The main aim of this paper is to use an encryption 

method to improve the protection of an existing 

cryptosystem. As an improved cipher, we suggest a "two-

step model of encryption." This contains three 

fundamental encryption methods: uncertainty, diffusion, 

and drug. In user authentication and resource sharing 

applications, the two phases of encryption are used to 

provide a secure service. If an environmentally friendly 

security system is affected and claims the cryptosystem to 

be able to withstand the selected plaintext attack, then we 

may use the two-phase cryptography addressed in this 

article to increase the security of the cryptosystem. It must 

therefore only use the cryptosystem, to resist the attack by 

the known-plaintext, to resist the attack by the selected 

plaintext. It, therefore, improves the security, economic, 

and practicality of the original application framework. We 

offer a two-phase database system encryption algorithm. 

The system allows the encryption and decryption of fields 

in a database by writing and reading sub key bodies of 

fields, as a data-oriented cryptosystem. In the subkey 

scheme, two simple strategies are proposed to solve the 

key management problem. 

A. Dual Secure Encryption 

Step 1: Let us suppose the ordered pair (𝜶, 𝜷) denotes an 

uppercase alphabet letter whose ASCII ranges from 𝟔𝟓 to 

𝟗𝟎 such that the value of 𝜶 and 𝜷 are two distinct integers 

are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Order pair of membership function µ(𝜶, 𝜷) 

(a, b) 𝑪(𝟔𝟕) 𝑶(𝟕𝟗) 𝑴(𝟕𝟕) 𝑷(𝟖𝟎) 𝑼(𝟖𝟓) 𝑻(𝟖𝟒) 

𝑪(𝟔𝟕) 𝐴 B C D E F 

𝑶(𝟕𝟗) G H I J K L 

𝑴(𝟕𝟕) M N O P Q R 

𝑷(𝟖𝟎) S T U V W X 

𝑼(𝟖𝟓) Y Z 0 1 2 3 

𝑻(𝟖𝟒) 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Containing the same digits (such as 𝟓𝟕 and 𝟕𝟓) or a two 

digits palindrome number. The range provided by the 

doublet (𝜶, 𝜷) is assigned to a letter of the uppercase 

alphabet and digits ranging from 𝟎 to 𝟗 randomly [31]. 

Step 2: Based on the outcome of the order pair value, a 

membership value of each mapping is obtained and has 

tabulated in Table 2. Again the results of this ordered pair 

(𝜶, 𝜷) have associated with the fuzzy membership 

function µ such that µ: { 𝜶, 𝜷}    →    {𝟎, 𝟏} under the 

correspondences [25, 32]: 

µ(𝜶, 𝜷) =
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝜶 + 𝜷

𝟖𝟖𝟎𝟎𝟎
 

Table 2. Obtained crisp value of membership function µ(𝛂, 𝛃) 

(𝒂, 𝒃) 𝑪(𝟔𝟕) 𝑶(𝟕𝟗) 𝑴(𝟕𝟕) 𝑷(𝟖𝟎) 𝑼(𝟖𝟓) 𝑻(𝟖𝟒) 

𝑪(𝟔𝟕) 
0.07690 

0.09053 
0.08826 

0.09167 
0.09735 

0.09622 

𝑶(𝟕𝟗) 
0.07703 

0.09067 
0.08840 

0.09181 
0.09749 

0.09635 

𝑴(𝟕𝟕) 
0.07701 

0.09065 
0.08838 

0.09178 
0.09747 

0.09633 

𝑷(𝟖𝟎) 
0.07705 

0.09068 
0.08841 

0.09182 
0.09750 

0.09636 

𝑼(𝟖𝟓) 
0.07710 

0.09074 
0.08847 

0.09188 
0.09756 

0.09642 

𝑻(𝟖𝟒) 
0.07709 

0.09073 
0.08845 

0.09186 
0.09755 

0.09641 

And the value of fuzzy membership value of µ is obtained 

as listed in Table 2. It is noted that the Fuzzy membership 
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value 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 is presumed as an outcome of empty 

space. 

Step 3: By using the following getRand method, a positive 

random number is obtained and is converted into their 

equivalent binary representation. Suppose the random 

binary value of function getRand is represented by the 

variable/symbol 𝑹_𝒃𝒊𝒏 (a random binary number). 
 

public static double getRandom(){ 

double rand = Math.random(); 

return rand; 

} 

public static String toBinary(int R_int) {  

String to_bin=""; 

int[] bytes = new int[1000];  

int i = 0;  

while (R_int > 0){  

    binaryNum[i] = R_int % 2;  

    R_int = R_int / 2;  

    i++;  

}  

for (int j = i - 1; j >= 0; j--){ 

 to_bin += bytes[j]; 

} 

return to_bin; 

} 

public static double getBR(double MIN, double    

                                        MAX){ 

double rand= getRandom(); 

double bounded_rand=(int)rand*()*((MAX- 

                    MIN)+1))+MIN; 

return bounded_rand; 

} 

Step 4: at this stage, we multiply the number 𝑹_𝒃𝒊𝒏 

with the outcome of the fuzzy membership number that 

provides much secrecy, robustness, and ambiguity to 

the encrypted message.  

Step 5: in this step, we have run reverse engineering of 

crisp value to obtain the binary representation of the 

same. This reverse engineering protects the cipher from 

several cryptographic attacks like correlation attack, 

linear masking attack, guess, and determine attack and 

correlation attack [24].  

B. Dual Secure Decryption 

Step 1: First we will convert the obtained binary number 

into their equivalent crisp value closed under the same 

universe of discourse.  

Step 2: At each pass of the loop, the obtained crisp 

value gets divided by the same random number 𝑹_𝒃𝒊𝒏 

so that the range of  ‘𝒓’, where 𝒓 belongs to [0, 1] is 

obtained.  

Step 3: Further at this point, by using the decryption 

algorithm as the round of two decimal places, the value 

of 𝒓 if defuzzified.  

C. Numerical example 

In this section, we have discussed the simulation result 

of the proposed algorithm with some variant length 

plaintext and obtained ciphertext.  

 The encryption | 𝑪𝑻 𝒆(𝑷𝑻, 𝑲𝑬𝒀) 

Let’s suppose a 𝟐𝟓 characters plaintext “Aligarh 

Muslim University”, I have to encrypt this message 

using the “343243esdsvdgfd24”. The process of 

encryption are as follows: 

Step 1: first find the corresponding membership value 

of each character belonging to the plaintext message 

like A=0.08238, L=0.02015, I=0.18360, …., and so on. 

So the corresponding membership values of the phrase 

is: 

𝑡𝑜
𝑘

𝑒𝑛
[0

] 

 A ~ 0.08238 ~ 0010000000101110 

L ~ 0.02015 ~ 0000011111011111 

I ~ 0.18360 ~ 0100011110111000 

G ~ 0.11015 ~ 0010101100000111 

A ~ 0.32560 ~ 0111111100110000 

R ~ 0.34001 ~ 1000010011010001 

H ~ 0.22890 ~ 0101100101101010 

𝒕𝒐
𝒌

𝒆
𝒏

[1
]  

Φ ~ 0.23750 ~ 0101110011000110 
𝑡𝑜

𝑘
𝑒𝑛

[2
] 

 M ~ 0.18138 ~ 0100011011011010 

U ~ 0.12314 ~ 0011000000011010 

S ~ 0.58869 ~ 1110010111110101 

L ~ 0.21010 ~ 0101001000010010 

I ~ 0.42564 ~ 1010011001000100 

M ~ 0.13000 ~ 0011001011001000 

𝒕𝒐
𝒌

𝒆
𝒏

[3
]  

Φ ~ 0.02130 ~ 00000100001010010 

𝑡𝑜
𝑘

𝑒𝑛
[4

] 

 U ~ 0.81012 ~ 10011110001110100 

V ~ 0.19860 ~ 00100110110010100 

I ~ 0.90014 ~ 10101111110011110 

V ~ 0.70067 ~ 10001000110110011 

E ~ 0.71002 ~ 10001010101011010 

R ~ 0.41030 ~ 01010000001000110 

S ~ 0.08010 ~ 00001111101001010 

I ~ 0.12060 ~ 00010111100011100 

T ~ 0.19008 ~ 00100101001000000 

Y ~ 0.91063 ~ 10110001110110111 

Figure 3. Tokens truncate and membership convertor 

Here the symbol 𝜱 represents a white space character. 

It’s noted that the crisp value of two identical white 

space characters is not the same. This makes the cipher 

more robust against any guess and determines attack. 
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Step 2: Truncate the fractional part of the crisp value 

and convert them into equivalent binary numbers as 

shown in Figure 3. 

Step 3: In order to achieve “3*4bJ3A5h4%b!” 

security of the encrypted plaintext “Aligarh Muslim 

University”, the hexadecimal representation of the 

ciphertext is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Simulation result of the proposed model 

PLAINTEXT CIPHERTEXT 

Aligarh Muslim 

University 

202e7df47b82b077f3084d1596a5c
c646da301ae5f55212a64432c8852

13c744d9415f9e111b31155aa0461

f4a2f1c4a40163b7 

a random run 

c03052805a3001e31e150c001e31e

1146031e3001ef0005462a150121e

002466090 

@*&^%$+=0`!!?/;:’### 
c1200484500c1200302281201140c

600021c054828720001822833c 

encryption c28f528b15b001ae5f505d94a146c2 

Implementation of function doEncrypt is as follows: 

public static String doEncrypt(String   

                  strToEncrypt, String KEY) { 

    try{ 

       setKey(KEY); Cipher cipher =                          

Cipher.getInstance("AES/ECB/PKCS5Padding"); 

       cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, 

secretKey); 

    return Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString 

    (cipher.doFinal(strToEncrypt.getBytes("UTF-

8"))); }  

    catch (Exception e) { 

       System.out.println("Error while 

encrypting: " + e.toString());                                                     

    } 

    return null; 

} 

 The decryption | 𝑷𝑻 𝒅(𝑪𝑻, 𝑲𝑬𝒀) 

Decryption is the process of reverse engineering of the 

obtained ciphertext to get the same plaintext. The steps 

involved in this process is as follows: 

Step 1: Convert the binary number to crisp number and 

then dividing each crisp number by 100000 we get:  

0.07710 0.08838 0.08841 0.0000 0.08826 

0.07690 0.09065 0.0000 0.09750 0.08840 

0.09065 - - - - 

Step 2: Using the decryption formula 88000r (round of 

to two decimal places) we get, 

67.85 77.77 77.80 00.00 77.67 67.67 79.77 

00.00 85.80 77.79 79.07 7.85 27.87 79.80 

97.80 12.75 47.80 - - - - 

The corresponding decrypted alphabet from the fuzzy 

membership vector is “Aligarh Muslim University”.  

Implementation of function doDecrypt is as follows: 

 
public static String doDecrypt(String 

strToDecrypt, String KEY) { 

        try { 

            setKey(KEY); Cipher cipher =  

  Cipher.getInstance("AES/ECB/PKCS5PADDING"); 

            cipher.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE,  

            secretKey); 

            return new String(cipher.doFinal 

    

(Base64.getDecoder().decode(strToDecrypt)));            

        }  

        catch (Exception e) { 

            System.out.println("Error while  

            decrypting: " +e.toString());         

        } 

        return null; 

} 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The paper present a Fuzzy membership function based 

double encryption algorithm for fixed length plaintext 

encryption. The proposed algorithm is based on two-phase 

locking protocol. As suggested by the result (refer to Table 

3), the algorithm seems to be more secure and fast for 

encrypting bulk data in two-phase locking mode for both 

software and hardware platform. The model is 

fairly implemented and considered to be secure and 

resistant to a variety of cryptographic attacks. It has 

become secure and tends to achieve better results by 

comparing the number of clock cycles, processing time, 

output, efficiency, and bits per cycle. After a 

comprehensive theoretical attack immune analysis, it has 

found that the cipher can withstand with many 

cryptographic attacks like guess-and-determine attacks, 

algebraic attack, side-channel attacks, the time-memory 

trade-off with huge precomputation, correlations attack 

and linear masking attack. For future research, we inspired 

to explore some other approach. 
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